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Valuing care and care work does not simply mean attributing care work more
monetary value. To really achieve change, we must go further. In this
groundbreaking book, Emma Dowling charts the multi-faceted nature of care in
the modern world, from the mantras of self-care and what they tell us about our
anxieties, to the state of the social care system. She examines the relations of
power that play profitability and care off in against one another in a myriad of
ways, exposing the devastating impact of financialisation and austerity. As the
world becomes seemingly more uncaring, the calls for people to be more
compassionate and empathetic towards one another – in short, to care more –
become ever-more vocal. The Care Crisis challenges the idea that people ever
stopped caring, but also that the deep and multi-faceted crises of our time will be
solved by a simply (re)instilling the virtues of empathy. There is no easy fix. The
Care Crisis enquires into the ways in which the continued off-loading of the cost
of care onto the shoulders of underpaid and unpaid realms of society, untangling
how this off-loading combines with commodification, marketisation and
financialisation to produce the mess we are living in. The Care Crisis charts the
current experiments in short-term fixes to the care crisis that are taking place
within Britain, with austerity as the backdrop. It maps the economy of
abandonment, raising the question: to whom care is afforded? And what would it
mean to seriously value care?
The Jungle Book like you have never read it before: quick, fun, and easy to
understand. Designed for 6-16+ actors, kids of all ages, or anyone who wants to
enjoy and have fun with Rudyard Kipling's classic story. What you will get: Fun! 3
melodramatic modifications for group sizes: 6-8+ 10-13+ 13-16+ Actual lines
from Rudyard Kipling's novel mixed in Creatively funny interpretations of the
remaining story A kid who loves the Classics! This mini-melodramatic
masterpiece is sure to be a doorway for your child to love all the classics. Some
classic books are difficult enough to read in class or watch on stage, let alone
trying to teach the stories to children, but as the author's mantra states in the
book, "there is no better way to learn than to have fun!" Kids who have read this
continue to come back for more!*
Children do not become artists overnight. There are a number of different things
which help them improve their drawing skills. Without practice, they will not
improve. Without dedication, their technique will not develop. And without a
simple, step-by-step guide like this one, which is designed to make drawing fun,
they will not be passionate.One important thing to remember is that no child will
create perfect sketches. When we are younger, it is in our nature to be messy
and to experiment as we learn. This means that as a parent or guardian, teaching
your children to draw requires a lot of patience.It is likely that your children will
want to produce quality drawings straight away and may become frustrated when
they cannot do this as well as you can. This is why having a guide such as this
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one is so important. It teaches kids that learning to draw does not happen at once
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get
more from technology.
The wild adventures of Mowgli in Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle Book are wellloved, timeless tales of growing up and finding a place in the world. First Stories:
The Jungle Book is a perfect introduction for young children to this classic story
and its host of animal characters. Push, pull and slide mechanisms to bring the
story to life and see favourite scenes in action. Mowgli, Baloo, Bagheera and of
course the fearsome tiger Shere Khan are all beautifully imagined by Miriam Bos
in her bold, appealing illustrations. Also available: Snow White, Alice in
Wonderland, Cinderella, Rapunzel
The classic cycle of stories reintroduces readers to the Indian adventures of
Mowgli, Shere Khan, Akela, and the rest of the gang. Reissue.
Incredible stories. Award-winning storytellers. Epic adventure, mystery, and fun?
We've got it all in Ghostwriter—the extraordinary new series from the Emmyaward winning hit Apple TV+ show, created by your friends at Sesame
Workshop. Masterfully adapted by Karuna Riazi, this playful retelling of Rudyard
Kipling's The Jungle Book is sure to delight today's readers for years to come.
Featuring an introduction by Newbery and Coretta Scott King Award winning poet
and writer Kwame Alexander. The book also includes bonus activities: Games
Quizzes Puzzles Vocabulary Reading Comprehension and Crafts!
In this traditional English nursery rhyme, a young boy imagines the sounds made by
various animals in the jungle.
The magazine that helps career moms balance their personal and professional lives.
Gift Idea: Explore a super cute and adorable collection of 50 jungle animals with this
beautiful adult coloring book! Fun Animal Coloring Book and Activity Book - A Fun Kid
Workbook Game For Learning, Over 50 Activity Pages to Encourage Creativity Do you
want to relax and calm your mind with soothing illustrations? Looking to lose yourself in
a cute and fluffy world of jungle animals? Or do you want to experience the animal
kingdom without ever having to leave your home? Then this book is for you! Designed
to be the perfect coloring book for all ages - including toddlers, kids, teens and adults you'll be kept busy for hours as you unearth these gorgeous images, each one more
enjoyable than the last! It's also a great way to put your mind at rest, relieve the day's
stress, improve your mood, and help you practice mindfulness. Animal coloring book for
boys, girls, and kids who love animal! Featuring full-page drawings of Jungle Animals.
Kids will love coloring them all more! Provides hours of fun and creativity. Let your kids
creativity run wild! That's why you'll love this coloring book Baby Jungle Animals, which
delves into the heart of the rainforest to unearth endearing baby elephants, hippos,
toucans, pandas, and even crocodiles Coloring Book Details: 50 hand-drawn images
exclusively designed to stimulate your artistic ambition Separately printed sheets to
prevent bleed-through and allow you to easily remove and frame your favorites!
Suitable for markers, gel pens, colored pencils, fine-liners, and watercolors An
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assortment of simple and intricate designs to accommodate every skill level And hours
upon hours of coloring enjoyment and meditative relaxation With high-quality
illustrations on seamless single-sided paper, this book is ideal for coloring fans the
world over. No matter your favorite type of pen, pencil, or marker, these soothing and
endearing images are guaranteed to provide an experience you won't soon forget! Buy
now ...... Relax and enjoy yourself in a simple way
Learning becomes fun with this book about the ecosystem and animals of the jungle! In
Over in the Jungle: A rainforest baby animal counting book, amazing artwork will inspire
children in classrooms and at home to appreciate ecology, environment, and world
around us! The perfect jungle animal book, Over in the Jungle: A rainforest baby animal
counting book introduces habitats for kids, and doubles as a fun, interactive, counting
book for kids. Young readers will sing, clap, and count their way among monkeys that
hoot, ocelots that pounce, parrots that squawk, and boas that squeeze! It won't take
much to have your child joyfully hooting and squawking too. And the illustrations are
painstakingly all done in polymer clay and then photographed, giving a 3-D effect. They
are truly remarkable, vividly conveying the abundant energy of a rainforest, and will
inspire many an art project. Plus there are several pages of extension ideas for
curriculum and art projects as well as resources on the web and elsewhere. Parents,
teachers, gift givers, and many others will find: captivating illustrations of sculptures
fashioned from polymer clay. backmatter that includes further information about the
jungle and the animals of that live in the rainforest Music and song lyrics to "Over in the
Jungle" sung to the tune "Over in the Meadow"! a book for young readers learning to
count!
Mowgli is a boy. He [ives in the jungle. The dangerous tiger does not like Mowgli.
Mowgli meets Baloo the bear. Can Baloo help Mowgli ?
How Far Will You Go? Priorities change, new routines are adopted - but here at Lonely
Planet we don't believe imaginative holidays have to end when kids arrive. So welcome
to our first supplement specifically aimed at those who want to introduce the delights of
world exploration to their children. The guide draws on our new Travel with Children
book - 224 pages of inspiration and advice, whether you're looking for simple new ideas
in familiar destinations or to embark on an adventure your family will never forget. You'll
find a world of ideas within these pages - enjoy! Authors: Sophie Caupeil, Jean-Bernard
Carillet, Sandrine Galotta, Jonathan Tartour and Marie Thureau
"Describes the fight for survival in the jungle"--Provided by publisher.

In this never-before-published memoir from the files of The Walt Disney Archives,
Disney Legend Jimmy Johnson (1917–1976) takes you from his beginnings as a
studio gofer during the days of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs to the opening
of Walt Disney World Resort. Johnson relates dozens of personal anecdotes with
famous celebrities, beloved artists, and, of course, Walt and Roy Disney. This
book, also the story of how an empire-within-an-empire is born and nurtured,
traces Johnson’s innovations in merchandising, publishing, and direct marketing,
to the formation of what is now Walt Disney Records. This fascinating
autobiography explains how the records helped determine the course of Disney
Theme Parks, television, and film through best-selling recordings by icons such
as Annette Funicello, Fess Parker, Julie Andrews, Louis Armstrong, and Leopold
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Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra. Through Jimmy Johnson’s
remarkable journey, the film, TV, and recording industries grow up together as
changes in tastes and technologies shape the world, while the legacy of Disney
is developed as well as carefully sustained for the generations who cherish its
stories, characters, and music.
A great Jungle book colouring book for kids to entertain themselves. An A4 52
page colouring book. Great for kids 3+.
In this fabulous and funny introduction to how elections work, the animals decide
they are tired of their king and that it is time to vote for a president. Lion may be
King of the jungle, but lately he only seems to care about himself. His subjects
are fed up, so they decide to try something new--hold an election! Once Owl
explains the rules, the fun begins, and Snake, Sloth, and Monkey all announce
they will be candidates. But oh no, Lion is going to run too! It's a wild campaign
season as the animals hold rallies, debate, and even take a selfie or two, trying to
prove why they'd make the best president of the jungle. This funny, non-partisan
story features lively illustrations, a helpful glossary, and colorful characters who
have an infectious enthusiasm for the election process.
Retells the adventures of Mowgli, a young boy raised by wolves, Baloo the Bear,
and the other jungle animals.
The 2016 Disney film adaptation of The Jungle Book is the latest artistic effort to
capture the drama and excitement of the enduring tales Rudyard Kipling created
more than 120 years ago. This Campfire Classics adapatation faithfully renders
Kipling's original language and plot details in a stunning graphic novel format.
The adventure begins the night a boy, Mowgli, escapes certain doom after being
trapped in the perilous clutches of the tiger Shere Khan. To protect Mowgli and to
defy the tiger, the Seeonee wolf pack adopts the boy, giving him the nickname
"Man-Cub". Other animals--a panther, bear, and python--teach the boy how to
survive as Shere Khan continually pursues him through the jungle. Eventually,
Mowgli and Shere Khan square off in an epic battle, from which only one will
survive.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Rudyard Kipling’s classic collection of fables gets reimagined in this deluxe four-color
collectible volume, featuring stunning new artwork and nine interactive elements crafted by
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MinaLima Design, the award-winning design studio behind the graphics for the Harry Potter
film franchise and the illustrated classic Peter Pan. Since its publication in 1894, Rudyard
Kipling’s beloved masterpiece The Jungle Book has been celebrated by generations of
readers. Composed of seven tales, each one accompanied by a poem, The Jungle Book
introduces a lush, colorful world full of adventure and danger. The first three tales include some
of the most charming and unforgettable characters in literature—the man-cub Mowgli, the black
panther Bagheera, the wise brown bear Baloo, and the ruthless tiger Shere Khan. The other
four tales each tell the story of a different animal, such as the travels of the white seal Kotick;
the battle between the courageous mongoose Rikki-Tikki-Tavi and the deadly cobra Nag;
Toomai and the elephant dance; and the camp animals of the queen’s guard. The second
volume in Harper Design’s newest series of deluxe reimagined children’s classics, this
beautiful unabridged edition takes readers deep into the heart of the Indian jungle with
specially commissioned four-color illustrations and nine exclusive interactive features that will
delight readers, including a map of the lost Indian city where Mowgli is taken by the monkeys;
a trifold detailing the Laws of the Jungle; a spinning dial of the elephant dance; and a map of
Kotick’s route to find a new home. Beautifully designed, this keepsake illustrated edition will be
treasured by readers of all ages.
A brand new series of sound-button board books which combines gorgeous illustrations with
six high-quality sounds.
A children's classic, featuring Mowgli, the Indian boy brought up by wolves in the jungle, his
companions, Baloo and Bagheera, and his enemy, Shere Khan.
If you adore nice colorful cartoons, then you definitely need to buy The Jungle Book Coloring
Book. You will be offered high-quality illustrations in black and white. You can color them
showing your imagination. This amazing coloring book is full of beautiful designs of your
favorite characters and - perfect for every skill level; - suitable for markers, felt tips, gel pens,
coloring pencils and more due to single sided pages. TAGS: The Jungle Book Coloring Book,
The Jungle Book Coloring, The Jungle, kids coloring book, boys coloring book, girls coloring
book, most popular children coloring book, new coloring book, coloring books for toddlers,
coloring books for preschoolers, coloring books for kids. Give your favorite characters a
colorful life!
Allow your child the freedom to explore the jungle, but without ruining your peace of mind. This
educational book includes pictures and texts that make learning a breeze. The use of images
allows for universal understanding while the texts serve as practice tools for reading. Your child
will definitely love learning when you have this book around. Grab a copy today!
It is often assumed that picturebooks are for very young readers because of their emphasis on
the illustrations and their scarcity of text; however, there are increasing numbers of
picturebooks where the age of the implied reader is questionable. These are picturebooks
whose controversial subject matter and unconventional, often unsettling style of illustration
challenge the reader, pushing them to question and probe deeper to understand what the book
is about. In addition to the book challenging the reader, the reader often challenges the book in
an attempt to understand what is being said. These increasingly popular picturebooks work on
many different levels; they are truly polysemic and worthy of in-depth analysis. They push the
reader to ask questions and in many instances are intrinsically philosophical, often dealing with
fundamental life issues. Challenging and Controversial Picturebooks examines these
unconventional, non-conformist picturebooks, considering what they are, their audience and
their purpose. It also considers: Children’s and adults’ thoughts on these kinds of
picturebooks. How challenging and unsettling wordless picturebooks can play with the mind
and promote philosophical thought. What creates non-conformity and strangeness ... is it the
illustrations and their style, the subject matter or a combination of both? Why certain countries
create, promote and accept these picturebooks more than others. Why certain picturebooks
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are censored and what factors are in play when these decisions are made. The role of
publishers in translating and publishing these picturebooks. Children’s creative and critical
responses to strange, unsettling and often disturbing visual texts. This inspiring and thoughtprovoking volume explores the work of a number of highly respected, international picturebook
experts and includes an exclusive interview with the legendary Klaus Flugge, Managing
Director of Andersen Press, one of the few remaining independent children’s book publishers
in England. It is an indispensable reference for all interested in or working with picturebooks,
including researchers, students in higher and teacher education, English advisors/inspectors,
literacy consultants and classroom teachers.
In this classic collection of well-loved stories, follow the adventures of Mowgli, a boy adopted
by a family of wolves, and meet Baloo the bear and Bagheera the panther, who teach him how
to survive in the jungle. There's a wonderful cast of other characters too - including Kotick the
white seal and Rikki-tikki-tavi the mongoose. Part of a growing range of Illustrated Originals
from Usborne, which also includes The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland, The Wind in the Willows and White Fang. Excellent production values including
head and tail bands, a ribbon marker and stylish end-papers make this book an heirloom of the
future.
Gift Idea: 2020 Explore a super cute and adorable collection of 50 jungle animals with this
beautiful adult coloring book! Fun Animal Coloring Book and Activity Book - A Fun Kid
Workbook Game For Learning, Over 50 Activity Pages to Encourage Creativity Do you want to
relax and calm your mind with soothing illustrations? Looking to lose yourself in a cute and
fluffy world of jungle animals? Or do you want to experience the animal kingdom without ever
having to leave your home? Then this book is for you! Designed to be the perfect coloring book
for all ages - including toddlers, kids, teens and adults - you'll be kept busy for hours as you
unearth these gorgeous images, each one more enjoyable than the last! It's also a great way to
put your mind at rest, relieve the day's stress, improve your mood, and help you practice
mindfulness. Animal coloring book for boys, girls, and kids who love animal! Featuring full-page
drawings of Jungle Animals. Kids will love coloring them all more! Provides hours of fun and
creativity. Let your kids creativity run wild! That's why you'll love this coloring book Baby Jungle
Animals, which delves into the heart of the rainforest to unearth endearing baby elephants,
hippos, toucans, pandas, and even crocodiles Coloring Book Details: 50 hand-drawn images
exclusively designed to stimulate your artistic ambition Separately printed sheets to prevent
bleed-through and allow you to easily remove and frame your favorites! Suitable for markers,
gel pens, colored pencils, fine-liners, and watercolors An assortment of simple and intricate
designs to accommodate every skill level And hours upon hours of coloring enjoyment and
meditative relaxation With high-quality illustrations on seamless single-sided paper, this book is
ideal for coloring fans the world over. No matter your favorite type of pen, pencil, or marker,
these soothing and endearing images are guaranteed to provide an experience you won't soon
forget! Buy now ...... Relax and enjoy yourself in a simple way
A guide to making outdoor experiences enjoyable for parents and children covers proper
equipment, hiking, living in camp, coping with the weather, staying healthy, and surviving in the
wild
Gift Idea: Explore a super cute and adorable collection of 100 jungle animals with this beautiful
adult coloring book! Fun Animal Coloring Book and Activity Book - A Fun Kid Workbook Game
For Learning, Over 100 Activity Pages to Encourage Creativity Do you want to relax and calm
your mind with soothing illustrations? Looking to lose yourself in a cute and fluffy world of
jungle animals? Or do you want to experience the animal kingdom without ever having to leave
your home? Then this book is for you! Designed to be the perfect coloring book for all ages including toddlers, kids, teens and adults - you'll be kept busy for hours as you unearth these
gorgeous images, each one more enjoyable than the last! It's also a great way to put your mind
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at rest, relieve the day's stress, improve your mood, and help you practice mindfulness. Animal
coloring book for boys, girls, and kids who love animal! Featuring full-page drawings of Jungle
Animals. Kids will love coloring them all more! Provides hours of fun and creativity. Let your
kids creativity run wild! That's why you'll love this coloring book: Baby Jungle Animals, which
delves into the heart of the rainforest to unearth endearing baby elephants, hippos, toucans,
pandas, and even crocodiles
Table of Contents Introduction What is an orangutan? How do orangutans act? The history of
orangutans and humans Orangutans and culture Orangutans and conservation Conclusion
Author Bio Publisher Introduction The orangutan is probably one of the more fascinating apes
in existence. Less people know a lot about it compared to animals like the chimpanzee and the
gorilla, but they certainly have their own charms. A red ape with very long arms, the orangutan
looks kind of silly. But it has intelligence that surpasses its appearance, and has fascinated
scientists and storytellers alike for centuries.
Mother and Fatherwolf aren’t looking for trouble, but when a small man-child toddles by their
cave, they decide they can’t leave him alone in the jungle. They take the boy into their pack,
name him Mowgli, and raise him as one of their own cubs. Mowgli learns the law of the jungle
from the big old brown bear Baloo and Bagheera the black panther, but even they can’t keep
an eye on him all the time!
Explores the world of jungle animals, including hippos, leopards, chimpanzees, in poetic
expression.
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